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Battery pack modeling is essential to improve the understanding of large battery energy storage systems,
whether for transportation or grid storage. It is an extremely complex task as packs could be composed of
thousands of cells that are not identical and will not degrade homogeneously. This paper presents a new ap-
proach toward battery pack modeling by combining several previously published models into a comprehensive
framework. This work describes how the sub-models are connected, their basic principles, what adjustments
were necessary, and what new parameters needed to be introduced. Overall, this paper introduces an open
modular framework for future work on, among others, the impact of cell-to-cell variations, inhomogeneous
degradation, SOC and SOH tracking, balancing and performance forecast.
1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a great momentum of aggressive
goals towards cleaner energy portfolios from stakeholders, local or
federal. Per example, the state of Hawai´i have goals of 100% clean
energy and transportation by 2045 [1,2]. With the projected high pe-
netration of electric vehicles and electrochemical energy storage, there
is a need to understand and predict better the performance and dur-
ability of large battery packs. Recent studies reiterated that batteries are
susceptible to usage and that small differences in duty cycle could have
a significant impact on the durability [3]. This precludes the use of
black-box battery degradation models and highlights the need for a new
battery pack model that can take all these aspects into consideration.
This will prove especially valuable to assess the real impact/cost re-
lationship of battery energy storage systems (BESS), new [4,5] or re-
cycled [6], directly on the grid as well as in electric vehicles for driving
or as grid support [7].
Battery pack modeling is intricate because of the number of para-
meters to consider. On top of an excellent single cell (SC) model, a
battery pack model also needs to consider SCs small manufacturing and
aging differences [8–17]. These slight variations could drastically in-
fluence the overall assembly performance and durability [18–21] and,
as a result, all SCs should be considered independently while modeling
the full system. Even with a perfect replication of the SCs, there are
other parameters to consider with, among others, the cells imbalance,
the topology (series and/or parallel), the temperature distribution, and
the overall control scheme.
Looking at the literature, much work has been done for SC and pack
modeling from a system perspective [22–25]. Most of the accurate SC
models are using the Newman electrochemical model [26–30] or sto-
chastic approaches [23,31]. Although accurate, and despite recent work
on reduced ordered models [32], they are not convenient to scale up to
the pack level because of calculation cost for modeling every SC in-
dividually. To deal with the added complexity of handing SC in-
dividually, most battery pack models are using multiple equivalent
circuit models (ECM) connected in series or parallel [13,18,33–44].
From literature and previous experience, building blocks for an ef-
ficient BESS model that could scale up while considering SC variations,
both intrinsic and aging-induced, without adding significant calculation
time are available. However, they need to be combined to offer a uni-
fied model that could replicate the usage of batteries under any
topologies and control strategies.
In this work, a new modular methodology for battery pack modeling
is introduced. This energy storage system (ESS) model was dubbed
hanalike after the Hawaiian word for “all together” because it is uni-
fying various models proposed and validated in recent years. It
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comprises an ECM that can handle cell-to-cell variations [34,45,46], a
model that can link voltage response and degradation [47], a model
that can handle paralleling [40], a model that can quantify imbalance
[48], and a model for online SOC and SOH estimation [49]. Fig. 1
presents a schematic view of the model and the interactions between
the previously published sub-models, which are summarized in Table 1.
In the hanalike ESS model, the SC models are based on the apo ECM
model [45] and the data needed to parameterize could be gathered
either from experimental testing or generated from ‘alawa simulations
[47]. The response of the battery pack is calculated with cell-to-cell
variations, topology, and imbalance took into consideration. The ili
model handles one ECM per SC and is adjusting each parameter to
handle cell-to-cell variations [34,46]. The kaulike model [40] handles
paralleling, if necessary, and the anakonu model adjusts the SC state of
charge (SOC) scales to account for imbalance [48]. The different battery
pack state functions, such as the SOC and the state of health (SOH)
[49], as well as the need for potential balancing, are determined by a
modeled battery management system (BMS).
The present work introduces the core principles of this model built
upon several published and well-validated sub-models [34,40,45–49].
The objective of this study is to discuss in detail how the different sub-
models interconnect and what new parameters arise from these inter-
actions. This new ESS model will be used as a framework to, among
others, quickly evaluate the impact of SC inhomogeneities on pack
performance and durability, the effect of temperature gradients on
imbalance evolution, the influence of different balancing techniques,
and the accuracy and feasibility of SOC or SOH estimation techniques.
Several studies are under way to validate the approach further and
demonstrate its capability. A subsequent publication will highlight the
use of this model as a diagnostic tool for inhomogeneities at the time of
module or pack assembly.
2. Model description
Fig. 2 presents the model algorithm. The simulation starts with the
first step of the requested duty cycle at a time t = 0. The model first
calculates the full electrochemical response of all SCs independently
based on their characteristics and their SOH (SC engine). This will be
repeated at every SOH. Each of the SC ECMs can be parameterized ei-
ther from experimental data or half-cell data as well as offline or online
(real-time). Once the SC electrochemical behaviors are established, the
model merges them to predict the pack voltage (V), current (I), and
temperature (T) after the application of the duty cycle for an iteration
of time ε (Pack engine). If some cells or modules are in parallel, the
calculation is done via the paralleling sub-model; otherwise, the SC
models are simply added after SOC correction from imbalance. The cells
imbalance parameters (scaling and translation factors [48]) are calcu-
lated from the SOC and capacity ration at the SC and module levels
(Pack engine). The final phase of each iteration of the model corre-
sponds to the controls (BMS engine). If the V, I, and T at time t+ε
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the hanalike ESS model based on previously published sub-models, ‘alawa for degradation simulation [47], apo for ECM modeling of the
single cells [45], ili for cell-to-cell variations simulation [34,46], kaulike for the paralleling calculations [40], anakonu for imbalance quantification [48], and
palapala’aina (pala for short) for SOC and SOH online estimation [49].
Table 1
Summary of the sub-models included in the hanalike model.
Model’s name (Hawaiian) Level Reference Year Functionality
Apo
(English: circuit)
SC [45] 2007 Calculates SC electrochemical behaviour
‘Alawa
(English: diagnosis)
SC [47] 2012 Emulates SC voltage from half-cell data
Ili
(English: distribution)
SC [34,46] 2009 Accommodates cell-to-cell variations in apo
Anakonu
(English: equilibrium)
Module [40] 2015 Handles imbalance in series configuration.
Kaulike
(English: parallel)
Module [48] 2016 Handles imbalance in parallel configuration.
Palapala’aina
(English: map)
SC [49] 2017 Estimates state function (SOC and SOH) online.
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reached a cutoff or safety limit, the step is terminated. If the conditions
for a balancing step or an update in protocols are met, the duty cycle is
modified to incorporate the balancing currents. This process is repeated
until the duty cycle is simulated in its entirety. The choice of duration
for ε is a balance between accuracy and calculation time. The next
sections will provide more details on the three main calculation en-
gines: single cell, pack, and BMS as well as a discussion of different key
parameters.
2.1. Single cell engine
The purpose of the SC engine is to calculate the global electro-
chemical behavior and performance of each SC independently at any
given step of the duty cycle. It uses the apo modified ECM, the ‘alawa
model, and feedback from the pack and BMS engines for temperature
and SOH.
2.1.1. Apo ECM sub-model
The apo model is a generic ECM model with a variable R2 resistance
in parallel with a capacitance (Cap). It was shown to offer high fidelity
over the entire SOC and current range [45]. This ECM uses data from a
few rates, from low to high, to calculate any intermediate rates via
bilinear interpolation [45].
Fig. 3 presents a schematic of how the ECM is parameterized. Data
at several rates in charge and discharge is used to decipher three
parameters, the open circuit voltage (OCV), and two resistances, R1 and
R2. A pseudo−OCV curve, obtained by averaging the low rate charge
and discharge [50,51], can be used instead of the real OCV curve. The
resistance R1 can be obtained from the IR drop measurable when cur-
rent is first applied [46]. Finally, once R1 and the OCV are deciphered,
R2 can be calculated by subtracting R1 from the overall polarization at
each SOC for every tested rate [45]. The value of Cap, in F, can be
obtained from impedance spectroscopy for short time periods or from
DC pulses techniques for longer ones. With the OCV, R1, R2, and Cap
known, the voltage as a function of time can be calculated using Eq. (1)
[52,53] with Qcap(0) being the initial charge of the capacitor.
+ = +V t Q
Cap
e OCV I t R e I t R( ) ( ) 1 ( )Cap
t
R Cap
t
R Cap(0) 1 22 2 (1)
All parameters in Eq. (1) vary with T and SOH. OCV, R2, and Cap
also vary as a function of SOC. R2 is the only parameter that varies as a
function of I as well. The entire parameterization process then needs to
be repeated at different SOHs and temperatures to build a set of look-up
tables with the variations of R1, R2, OCV, and Cap. This will allow the
ECM to calculate the SC behavior under any conditions (SOC, SOH, I, T)
within the SOC and current range that was tested. More details on this
approach and its validation can be found in [45,46].
2.1.2. ‘Alawa sub-model
As mentioned in the previous section, some extensive voltage vs.
Fig. 2. Hanalike ESS model algorithm highlighting the different calculation engines for the single cells, the modules, the full pack, and the battery management
system.
Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the apo ECM model [45].
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SOC data is needed to parameterize the ECM, especially for multiple
SOHs and temperatures. This data can be obtained from laboratory
testing by cycle aging cells while performing periodic reference per-
formance tests. The drawback of this approach is that the obtained
model relies on interpolations and more importantly is bounded by the
tested conditions (duty cycle, rates tested and temperatures). Indeed,
the degradation, and thus the SOH, only reflects the experimental aging
scenario and nothing else. In this case, the only degree of freedom for
the model in terms of degradation is its pace. Such predefined de-
gradation will be qualified as “offline” in the rest of this work.
To gain more flexibility in the possible aging scenarios, the data
collected above can be used differently with the ‘alawa approach [47]
in which data from pristine positive and negative electrodes (PE and NE
respectively) are compiled to emulate the behavior of the full cell (FC).
This emulated cell can then be used to simulate different SOHs or
temperatures. The ‘alawa approach was described in detail before
[47,54] and validated by independent studies [55–57]. This approach is
summarized in Fig. 4. First, the PE and the NE need to be harvested
from a fresh cell and tested against metallic lithium at different rates.
This data is used in conjunction with the ECM to create a model per
electrode (each containing multiple ECMs for composite electrodes).
The electrode OCVs are then matched to replicate the electrochemical
behavior of the full cell by fitting two parameters, the initial loading
ratio (LRini), the capacity ratio between the two electrodes, and the
initial offset (OFSini), the electrode slippage induced by the initial solid
electrolyte interphase layer formation. An example of the relationship
of the full cell OCV, the positive and negative electrode OCVs as well as
LR and OFS is provided in Eq. (2) in the case where the positive is
limiting in charge, and the negative is limiting in discharge, the most
likely scenario in today’s graphite-based commercial Li-ion cells.
= +OCV SOC OCV SOC OFS OFS
OCV SOC OFS
LR
( ) ( . (1 ) )
1 1
FC FC PE FC
NE FC (2)
Varying LR and OFS allow the simulation of different SOHs from
pristine half-cell data. Battery degradation can always be decomposed
into contributions from three categories: loss of lithium inventory (LLI),
loss of active material (LAM) and change of kinetics [54,58–60]. Any
change in the cell SOH will change the balance of the electrodes and
translate in a change in LR and OFS [47] from which LLI and LAM on
each electrode can be quantified [47] by Eqs. (3) and (4). A metho-
dology to handle changes of resistance and electrode kinetics was also
proposed using two parameters, the ohmic resistance increase (ORI)
and the rate degradation factor (RDF), Eqs. (5)–(7). This allows simu-
lating kinetic and resistance changes as well as different temperatures
from room temperature data. More details on the different equations
can be found in [47].
=LR LAM LAM
LAM LAM
LR100% % %
100% % %
deNE liNE
dePE liPE
ini (3)
With de- and li- standing for delithiated and lithiated, respectively.
= + +OFS OFS LR LAM LR
LR
LAM LLI LLI% % % %ini liNE
ini
dePE ch dis
(4)
=C RDF C
LAM LAM
100%
100% % %PE
PE Req
dePE liPE
.
(5)
=C RDF C
LR LAM LAM
100%
(100% % % )NE
NE Req
ini deNE liNE
.
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= + +
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V C R R C ORI RDF
@ @ ( 1 2 ) %
100%
1
@ ( 1 2 ) %
100%
1
cell Req PE PE PE PE PE
PE
PE
NE NE NE NE NE
NE
NE
.
(7)
Where Creq., CPE, and CNE are the requested rate and the rate on the
positive and negative electrode, respectively.
Using the ‘alawa approach, it is possible to predict the cell voltage
response under any possible degradation, and thus associated OCV, R1,
and R2, from one set of pristine half-cell data. Coupled with the ECM,
‘alawa-based SC models under specific degradation mechanisms can
then be calculated offline to offer different predefined degradation
paths such as different calendar aging conditions. It must be noted that
the current and temperature ranges that can be simulated depends on
the current ranges tested on the half-cells.
The ‘alawa approach can also be used online in real time, without
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the ‘alawa model [47].
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any precalculation, if the relationships between degradation and dif-
ferent parameters are known (e.g., %LLI per cycle as a function of
current and temperature). The BMS engine can, for each iteration,
calculate the change in parameters associated with the operating con-
ditions for each SC and feed that information to the SC engine to update
each model individually. This allows unprecedented flexibility in
studying the impact of inhomogeneities in aging.
2.1.3. SC engine parameterization
The SC engine is composed of two sub-models, the apo ECM and
‘alawa. If used from experimental full cell data at different rates and
temperatures, only the ECM is needed to calculate the SC voltage re-
sponses at their current SOH and temperature. If used from electrode
half-cell data with a predefined degradation, the ECM is used to si-
mulate each individual electrode and ‘alawa is used to match them to
emulate a full cell at a given SOH and temperature. If used in real time,
the electrode ECM models are fed with BMS calculated values of ORI,
RDF, LR and OFS for each iteration of SOH. Table 2 summarizes the
different parameters needed to execute the SC engine: Option 1 corre-
sponds to a model based on experimental data or precalculated ‘alawa
data and Option 2 corresponds to a model based on real time ‘alawa
data. If Option 2 is chosen and if one of the electrodes is a composite,
each phase of the composite requires its own set of parameters.
2.2. Pack engine
The purpose of the pack engine is to consider the cell-to-cell var-
iations, the imbalance as well as the pack and module topologies to
calculate the voltage, current, and temperature changes associated with
the application of a duty cycle step for a time ε. It uses input from the
SC engine as well as the ili, anakonu, and kaulike sub-models.
2.2.1. Ili sub-model
The ili sub-model enables the SC models to all be slightly different
depending on cell-to-cell variations. To do so, the model adjusts up to
eight parameters for every single cell. This includes R1, and the initial
SOH (SOHini) but also the capacity ration Qr and the rate capability RC.
Qr, in mAh/%SOC, quantifies the relationship between capacity and
SOC and represents 1% of the SC maximum capacity. RC is a proxy to
the SC kinetics. In this work, it corresponds to the ratio of the nominal
capacity to the maximum capacity. If the SC models are real time
‘alawa-based, thermodynamic variations in LR and OFS also need to be
considered [49], and the variations in ohmic resistance and rate cap-
ability need to be translated to variations in ORI and RDF for both the
PE and the NE (Eqs. (5)–(7)).
All parameters listed above, to the exception of SOHini, correspond
to manufacturing cell-to-cell variations [12,17,61]. Looking at the ECM,
Fig. 3, the accommodation of R1 for every single cell is straightforward
because it is a direct model parameter (Eq. (1)). However, the accom-
modation of the others is more complex. Changes in LR and OFS re-
quires adjustments of the OCV function (Eq. (2)). Changes in Qr and RC
requires adjustments in other parts of the model. For offline models, the
rate table in the ECM needs to be adjusted to reflect the fact that the
maximum capacity and the capacity at the nominal rate changed. Fig. 5
presents an example of RC adjustments for a graphite // LiNixAlyCo1-x-
yO2 battery showcasing how (a) the model scales the rate table and (b)
how the voltage response at the nominal rate is modified when the RC is
adjusted. For real time models, RDF in Eqs. (5)–(7) needs to be ad-
justed. For example, if a SC kinetic is slower than average, a C/2 might
need to be simulated as a C/1.5 with a resistance adjustment so that the
polarization still corresponds to a C/2 rate and not a C/1.5 [47].
The last parameter to consider is SOHini. For offline SC models, a SC
behavior is precalculated for every cycle until the capacity reached 0.
Therefore, data at different SOH is available with a resolution that
equals to 100 divided by the number of cycles the cell was tested/si-
mulated. In other words, if the SC model is set so that 90%SOH is
reached after 100 cycles, each cycle, and thus the SOH resolution,
corresponds to 0.1% SOH. To accommodate changes in SOHini, the
Table 2
Input and output parameters for the single cell engine.
Input Parameters Description
Cap Capacitance. Obtained from EIS spectroscopy
Tk Temperature of all k single cells
Option 1
VFC vs. SOC Voltage of the cell to simulate under different rates and
temperatures at different SOHs
SOHSCk SOH for all k single cells
Option 2
VPE vs. SOC Voltage of the pristine PE under different rates
VNE vs. SOC Voltage of the pristine NE under different rates
LR Loading ratio between the PE and the NE
OFS SOC offset between the PE and the NE
ORINE/ORIPE Ohmic resistance increase for the NE / PE
RDFPE /RDFPE Rate degradation factor for the NE / PE
Ouput Parameters Description
VSCk vs. SOC Voltage vs. SOC vs. C for all k single cells at their respective
SOH and temperature.
Fig. 5. (a) Example of RC accommodation and (b) resulting voltage response at C/2.
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model will change the starting cycle for each SC model. For a 0.1% SOH
resolution and a starting SOH of 99% instead of 100%, the model for
cycle ten will be used in lieu of the model for cycle 1. For step-by-step
real-time degradation models, the changes in SOHini are handled with
changes in ‘alawa parameters (cf. Section 2.1.2).
2.2.2. Anakonu sub-model – Cells or modules in series
The anakonu model [48] characterizes imbalance by deciphering
two parameters for each SC, the scaling factor, and the translation
factor. Based on these factors, the signature of the battery pack can be
calculated from the SCs using a simple set of equations, Eqs. (8)–(12)
[48]. The open pack voltage (OPV) can be expressed as a function of the
OCV of all the SC comprising the pack according to Eq. (8). To account
for imbalance, the OCVs of the different SCs need to be scaled or
translated against each other. This is done with the scaling and trans-
lation factors defined in Eqs. (9) and (10). The scaling factor can be
directly calculated from a normalization of the Qr of every SC to the Qr
of the 1st cell in the pack [48]. The translation factor depends on the SC
SOCs at any given time. At t = 0, the only input parameter needed is
thus the SC initial SOCs (SOCini) since the Qrs are available from the SC
models.
= + +=OPV SOC OCV SOC OCV SOC( ) ( ) ( sf( tf ))SC SC SC i
n
SCi SC1 1 1
2
SCi 1 SCi
(8)
With=tf SOC SOCSCi SC SCi1 (9)
And
=sf Qr
QrSCi
SCi
SC1 (10)
Eq. (8) is relative to the SOC of the first SC. A rescaling, Eq. (11), is
necessary to compute the SOC of the pack from the SOC of the SC and
the pack cutoff voltages. Additionally, once the SOC of the pack is
calculated, it can be used to calculate the pack capacity ration ac-
cording to Eq. (12). More details on the equations and their validation
can be found in [48].
=SOC SOC SOC Cutoff
SOC Cutoff SOC Cutoff
( )
( ) ( )
100%pack
SC SC discharge
SC charge SC discharge
1 1
1 1 (11)
=Qr SOC Qr
SOCpack
SCi SCi
pack (12)
The principles of the model are graphically represented in Fig. 6 for
a 3S1P configuration. Assuming that two rest cell voltages are available
and that the capacity exchanged between them is known, the signature
of the pack can be calculated by vertically aligning the blue boxes that
represent each SC ΔSOC. On the left of Fig. 6 it can be seen that the
three cells have different Qr as, for the same exchanged capacity, the
ΔSOC (the size of the blue box) is different. By applying a scaling and a
translation, the blue area under all three curves can be aligned (Fig. 6
right). Once aligned, the voltage curves can be summed vertically to
calculate the battery pack signature despite differences in Qr, OCV
curves, SOH, and initial SOC. When published and validated [48], the
model was only used with OCV curves. Coupled with the ECM and the
cell-to-cell variation accomodation, the match of the OCV curves can
now be used to calculate the electrochemical response at other rates.
2.2.3. Kaulike sub-model – Cells or modules in parallel
The kaulike paralleling model [40] uses the ECM and Eq. (1) as a
base. The concept is to determine the intersection of voltage vs. rate
curves for each SC in an assembly based on their current SOC and de-
rive the transient balancing current and the voltage. Fig. 7 illustrates
the paralleling approach with an example of two cells in parallel, one
with a low SOC and one with a high SOC. Based on the ECM, it is
possible to calculate the voltage as a function of the rate for both cells at
their given SOCs. Plotting these voltage vs. rate curves on the same
scale relates the rate on the SC to the rate on the assembly. Knowing the
rate on the assembly, the balancing current and voltage for a time step ε
can then be deciphered. The same calculation is repeated for each
model iteration with updated SOCs. For strings of cells, the voltage vs.
rate curves are calculated for the entire strings. More details and vali-
dation can be found in [40].
2.2.4. Pack engine parameterization
The pack engine is composed of three sub-models, the ili cell-to-cell
variation accommodator, the kaulike paralleling model and the anakonu
imbalance model. The ili model is taking the SC models from the SC
engine and is tuning them to account for cell-to-cell variations. Based
on the pack and module topologies, the most adapted sub-models, be-
tween kaulike and anakonu, will be used to calculate the voltage, the
current and the temperature at time t+ε under the conditions defined
by the present step of the duty cycle (constant current, constant power,
…). Table 3 summarizes the different input parameters needed to make
that calculation possible.
2.3. BMS engine
In the previous sections, a set of sub-models was used to calculate
the electrochemical behavior of the battery pack to determine V, I, and
T (to be implemented) as a function of the requested duty cycle for an
iteration of time. The BMS engine is independent and has three com-
pletely separate tasks:
- Determine if any cutoffs were reached during the time step and thus
whether to continue the present step, move to the next step, or
modify the duty cycle (to introduce some balancing or to protect the
cells). The cutoffs and safety limits could be pack, module, or SC-
related and time, voltage, current, temperature, or capacity based.
- Prepare for the next iteration by computing the changes in SOH
associated with the current iteration.
- Perform some classic BMS functions such as using some algorithms,
e.g. [49], to track SOC and SOH from the electrochemical response
of the pack. This task is completely independent from the others and
is not necessary for running the model.
Depending on the model type (offline or real-time), SOH changes
are handled in different ways. For offline degradation, the SOH changes
could be cycle based or total exchanged SOC based (i.e., relative to the
capacity throughput). Aging variations between cells [11,16,62,63] are
introduced via a ponderation factor (ΔSOH) on the cycle number to use
for the simulation. For a cell that degrades 10% faster than the re-
ference cell, cycle 110 will be used to simulate cycle 100. For real-time
step-by-step degradation, the BMS module needs to store the different
equations that relate aging factors (temperature, current, voltage,
ΔSOC, time,… [64]) to degradation and calculate the associated
changes in ‘alawa parameters (LR, OFS, ORI, RDF) for each step. These
equations can be determined experimentally or with the use of high
fidelity electrochemical models. Taking an example, it was found that
for calendar aging of a commercial graphite / LiNixAlyCo1-x-yO2, LLI and
LAMPE could be estimated from the temperature, the SOC and the time
using a double quadratic model (Eq. (2) in [65]), [65,66].
There is another essential set of parameters to take into account in
order to determine the SOH of the pack from the SOH of the SCs: the
ratio of degradation in charge vs. discharge. Although it does not in-
fluence the SC signature, whether the degradation appeared during
discharge or charge will influence the signature of the pack because if
will induce imbalance in the absence of balancing. This will be dis-
cussed further in Section 3.3.
Table 4 summarizes the main parameters needed to execute the
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BMS engine in the case of a predefined degradation. For a step-by-step
degradation, a set of equations linking usage and ‘alawa parameters is
also needed.
3. Discussion
All the sub-models used in this work were previously published and
validated [34,40,45–48]. This new “all together” model was success-
fully tested against all the experimental validation used in the above-
mentioned publications, and this will not be further discussed in this
work. It appeared more important to discuss further the novelty of
several aspects of this model: The emulation of OCV curves for offline
degradation, the ability for ‘alawa to emulate different temperatures,
the importance of defining if the degradation happened in charge or
discharge, the opportunity for electrochemical voltage spectroscopies
(EVS), as well as some of the model limitations and possible applica-
tions.
3.1. Emulation of OCV curves in-between reference perfromance tests
For the ECM offline models that are based on experimental data,
only a few cycles are available since reference tests are usually per-
formed, at best, every 100 cycles. In this ESS model, the SOH is cal-
culated cycle by cycle and therefore there is a need for interpolation in-
between reference tests for all the parameters in Eq. (1) (R1, R2, C, OCV,
Qr and RC). For SOC-independent parameters, a simple linear inter-
polation is used. For SOC-dependent parameters, a choice between in-
terpolation on the voltage and SOC axis is needed to be able to ac-
commodate for the complex changes with SOC depending on the cell
chemistry.
For instance, voltage plateaus in OCV curves can change in multiple
ways (voltage, slope, length…) upon aging depending on the de-
gradation mechanism and/or the chemistry. Fig. 8 displays the evolu-
tion of the OCV curves for simulated Graphite//LiMn2O4 (LMO) and
Graphite//LiFePO4 (LFP) cells, the details from which can be found in
[48,67]. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) shows the changes in the OCV signature
for the LMO and LFP cells, respectively, up to 20% LLI with 5% in-
crements as calculated from the ‘alawa toolbox. It can be seen that the
OCV curves are not varying the same way and that, for the LMO cell
(arrow on Fig. 8(a)) the voltage of the plateaus is changing; whereas,
for the LFP cell (arrow on Fig. 8(b)), the SOC range of the plateaus is
changing. Linear interpolations will only be able to capture one or the
other depending on which axis (voltage or SOC) is used. To further
demonstrate the impact of the interpolation technique, Fig. 8(c) and (d)
compares the SOC error associated with interpolated OCV curves after
5, and 15% LLI for the LMO and LFP cells, respectively. The average
SOC estimation error is always below 0.5% for all methods, but, as
expected, SOC interpolation is better than the voltage interpolation for
the LMO cell (average of 0.17% vs. 0.22% with maximums at 0.85% vs.
1.2%), and the opposite is true for the LFP cell (average error of 0.1%
Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the anakonu imbalance model [48].
Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the kaulike paralleling model [40].
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vs. 0.33% with maximums at 0.5% vs. 1.8%). This was also verified by
experimental data where OCV curves were available every five cycles
[67] (not shown). The further apart the reference tests are, the more the
difference will be pronounced.
3.2. Emulation of temperature from room temperature data
Based on Eqs. (5)–(7), the resistance and the kinetics of cells can be
accommodated. Since it is known that temperature induces changes in
resistance and kinetics, it might then be possible to emulate changes in
temperature from data gathered at 25 °C. As a proof of concept,
Fig. 9(a) presents the comparison of a commercial graphite/LMO cell
(from [48]) cycled at 2C and 60 °C to ECM simulations of the same cell
at 2C, C, and C/2 at room temperature. The 2C simulation at room
temperature is dissimilar to the experimental one because of the tem-
perature effect. Looking closer at the voltage response of the cell, the 2C
at 60 °C curve resembles the C/2 at 25 °C curve from simulation except
for the ohmic resistances that are different. By adjusting the resistance
so that both discharges start at the same voltage, Fig. 9(b), it can be
seen that the IC curves are indeed rather similar. Therefore, it might be
possible to emulate a 2C discharge at 60 °C by simulating a C/2 dis-
charge at room temperature with a higher than average resistance.
Additional work is in progress to verify this hypothesis and to in-
vestigate different rates and temperatures to understand better how to
parameterize changes in temperature in the ECM and ‘alawa.
3.3. Degradation in charge or discharge
One of the new parameters introduced in this work are factors in-
dicating whether the degradation is occurring mostly in the charge or
the discharge regime. The same parameters could also be described as
low/high SOC degradation for complex duty cycles (e.g., pulses). A
schematic representation of the impact of discharge, charge, and 50/50
discharge/charge degradation is presented in Fig. 10(a–c, respectively)
where the initial OCV, as well as the OCV after 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%
capacity loss, are plotted against normalized initial capacity. If the
degradation is occurring in discharge, Fig. 10(a), the beginning of
discharge capacity is always the same, but the normalized capacity at
the end of discharge is getting higher and higher. If the degradation is
occurring in charge, the end of discharge capacity remains constant,
and the capacity at the end of charge is getting lower and lower,
Fig. 10(b). If the degradation is happening during charge and discharge,
both the capacity at the end of discharge and the end of charge will
change, Fig. 10(c).
In all three cases, the OCV curves versus SOC and the capacity loss
on the SCs are the same after aging. Therefore, at the SC level, it does
not matter where the degradation is occurring, and as a result, this
parameter was, to the best of our knowledge, never described. At the
pack level, the location of the degradation is going to play a prominent
role in the evolution of the imbalance of the assembly. Indeed, if cells
degrade at a different pace (i.e., with different ΔSOH), they will reach
different SOCs at the end of charge and/or end of discharge. Fig. 10
takes the example of a 100S1P battery pack with± 30% ΔSOH after
25% capacity loss with the distribution of the beginning and end of
discharge SOC for (d,e) degradation in discharge, (f,g) degradation in
charge and (h, i) a 50/50 degradation. In all three cases, the spread of
SOCs after aging are different, and thus the evolution of imbalance was
different. This complexity is often mitigated by balancing, but it is
visible where no balancing is involved as exemplified by [21] for an LFP
battery pack. Balancing at the end of discharge will favor case (b).
Balancing at the end of charge will favor case (a).
How to assess these percentages from experimental data is yet to be
established. A possibility could be to track capacity slippage upon cy-
cling. Looking back into recently published 4S1P battery pack data
[68], Fig. 11, and plotting the voltage vs. capacity response of the pack
for the entire 50 cycles; it can be seen that the curves are slipping to the
left. This is mostly induced by the slight difference in coulomb counting
between the charge and the discharge and the lack of high precision
coulometer [69,70]. For the room temperature pack, Fig. 11(a), the
slippage at the end of charge came to -0.505 Ah after 50 cycles vs.
-0.439 Ah at the end of discharge. If no capacity was lost, and slippage
only induced by a calibration error, the slippage should have been the
same at the end of charge and discharge. The fact that the end of dis-
charge slipped 0.066 Ah less (2.5% of the cell capacity, close to the
observed capacity loss of 3%) suggest that the degradation likely oc-
curred mostly during discharge because less capacity was discharged
than charged. Looking at the pack that was cycled at 0 °C, Fig. 11(b),
the evolution of the slippage is much more complicated. Slippage was of
Table 3
Input and output parameters for the pack engine.
Input Parameters Description
Ireq Requested rate
ε Time iteration duration
Qrk Capacity ration for k SCs
R1k R1 resistance for k SCs
RCk Rate capability for k SCs (Qnom/Qmax)
LRk LR for k SCs
OFSk OFS for k SCs
SOHinik Initial SOH for k SCs
SOCinik Initial SOC for k SCs
TopoMod Module topology
TopoPack Pack topology
CutoffPack Pack voltage cutoffs
Ouput Parameters Description
VSCk(t+ε) Voltage for all k single cells at time t+ε.
OCVSCk(t+ε) OCV for all k single cells at time t+ε.
ISCk(t+ε) Current for all k single cells at time t+ε.
SOCSCk(t+ε) SOC for all k single cells at time t+ε.
QrSCk(t+ε) Qr for all k single cells at time t+ε.
TSCk(t+ε) Temperature for all k single cells at time t+ε.
VModj(t+ε) Voltage for all j modules cells at time t+ε.
OCVModj (t+ε) OCV for all j modules at time t+ε.
IModj (t+ε) Current for all j modules at time t+ε.
SOCModj (t+ε) SOC for all j modules at time t+ε.
QrModj (t+ε) Qr for all j modules at time t+ε.
TModj (t+ε) Temperature for all j modules at time t+ε.
VP(t+ε) Voltage for the pack at time t+ε.
OPV (t+ε) OPV for the pack at time t+ε.
Ip (t+ε) Current for the pack at time t+ε.
SOCp (t+ε) SOC for the pack at time t+ε.
Qrp (t+ε) Qr for the pack at time t+ε.
Tp (t+ε) Temperature for the pack at time t+ε.
Table 4
Input and output parameters for the BMS engine for a predefined degradation.
Input Parameters Description
CutoffsSC SC voltage / current / temperature cutoffs
CutoffsMod Module voltage / current / temperature cutoffs
CutoffsPack Pack voltage / current / temperature cutoffs
Cutoffcond Cutoff condition (SC, module or pack)
SafetySC SC voltage / current / temperature safety cutoffs
SafetyMod Module voltage / current / temperature safety cutoffs
SafetyPack Pack voltage / current / temperature safety cutoffs
ΔSOHk Aging variability for k SCs
%degchak Percentage of degradation in charge for k SCs
%degdisk Percentage of degradation in discharge for k SCs
Ouput Parameters Description
Balancing I/O Balancing signal
Cutoff I/O Cutoff signal
SOHSCk SOH for all k single cells (option 1)
LR t+ε) Loading ratio at time t+ε (option 2)
OFS t+ε) SOC offset at time t+ε (option 2)
ORINE/PE(t+ε) ORI for the NE / PE at time t+ε (option 2)
RDFPE /PE(t+ε) RDF for the NE / PE at time t+ε (option 2)
SOCPBMS Pack SOC as measured by BMS
SOHPBMS Pack SOH as measured by BMS
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-0.779 Ah at the end of charge and+0.732 Ah at the end of discharge
after 50 cycles. Assuming a similar calibration error than of the other
test, the degradation induced slippage was of -0.274 Ah at the end of
charge and+1.170 Ah at the end of discharge. This accounts for 62%
of the cell capacity, close to the observed 66% capacity loss. This also
implies that, for this pack, 80% of the capacity was lost in discharge and
20% in charge, thus in a different fashion than the room temperature
pack. This method seems to give trends on where the degradation oc-
curred. Some tests on high-resolution battery coulombmeters [69,70]
could help validating the approach further.
3.4. Electrochemical voltage spectroscopies at the pack level
One of the benefits of this approach is to be able to apply EVS
[71,72] at the battery pack level and be able to relate the observations
at the SC level. To the best of our knowledge, few studies reported the
EVS signature of battery packs upon aging [73]. This is probably due
to the complexity of the electrochemical response. The relationship
between the pack incremental capacity (ICP, dQP/dVP) and differential
voltage (DVP, dVP/dQP) signatures and the SC ones is convoluted
because, for each dVP or dQP of the pack, each SC could have their
dVSC and dQSC. However, there are two exceptions where the re-
lationship between the pack and the SC signatures is easy to decipher:
when cells are either all in series or all in parallel. If the cells are all in
series, the pack and the SC experience the same change of capacity dQ
and therefore, since they have the same denominator, the DV curve of
the pack corresponds to the sum of the DV curves of the SCs. If the
cells are all in parallel, the pack and the SC experience the same
change of voltage, dV, and therefore, since they have the same de-
nominator, the IC curve of the pack corresponds to the sum of the IC
curves of the SCs. Every other case is much more complex. Despite the
complexity, the IC and DV relationship can be derived numerically
and plotted, Fig. 12. Fig. 12(a) shows the IC signature in the discharge
of a 49S1P battery pack, dQP/dVP, composed of graphite/LiMn2O4
cells with up to 10% difference in their initial SOC. Fig. 12(b) displays
the IC curves of the SC within the pack versus the pack voltage, dQSC/
dVP, and Fig. 12(c) the same IC signature versus their own voltage,
dQSC/dVSC. The impact of the SOC imbalance on the SC usage is
Fig. 8. OCV variations for up to 20% LLI for (a) a Graphite//LMO cell and (b) a Graphite LFP cell. OCV estimation errors at 5% and 15% LLI based on interpolation on
a voltage axis or the SOC axis for (c) the Graphite//LMO cell and (d) the Graphite//LFP cell.
Fig. 9. (a) Incremental capacity signature of ECM modeled graphite//LiMn2O4 commercial battery at different rates compared to experimental data at 2C and 60 °C.
(b) Comparison of the emulated C/2 discharge at 25 °C with a resistance adjustment and the 2C discharge at 60 °C.
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clearly visible on Fig. 12(c) where it can be seen that all the cells are
similar, i.e., same IC signature, but that their initial voltage is different
and lower for cells with a lower SOC. Fig. 12(b) highlights the com-
plicated relationship at the pack level. At high voltage, the capacity
usage in each SC appears shifted depending on the initial SOC, which
was expected based on Fig. 12(c). The most noticeable changes are at
low voltage where the last peak appears hugely broaden for some
cells. This can be explained by the fact that at his stage, the cells that
started at a low SOC are already fully discharged (peak is completed);
whereas, the cells that started at a high SOC still have some capacity
(on the peak). At the pack level, most cells finished the peak and thus
have their voltage dropping sharply. As a result, there was a big dV for
a small dQ. Consequently, the peak at the SC level appeared to
broaden. This new graphical visualization tool for IC or DV curves,
that will be referred at ICSC/P to differentiate it from the standard IC
curve of the pack (ICP) or of the single cells (ICSC), will prove useful to
quantify changes in pack voltage signature upon aging, severe im-
balance, or high cell-to-cell variations more accurately. The latter will
be the topic of a subsequent publication.
3.5. Limitations and outlook
In its current state, this ESS model can calculate the voltage re-
sponse of battery packs under many different topologies and
Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the impact of the degradation in discharge (a), charge (b), and 50/50 discharge/charge (c) on the OCV vs. the normalized
capacity. Beginning and end of discharge SOC distribution after 25% capacity loss for a 100S1P battery pack with cells degrading up to±30% faster than a reference
cell in a normal distribution if the degradation is occurring during discharge (d–e), during charge (f–g), and 50% in discharge and 50% in charge (h–i).
Fig. 11. Evolution of voltage vs. capacity curves without correction for 4S1P
battery packs tested for 50 cycles at room temperature and 0 °C [68].
Fig. 12. (a) Incremental capacity signature of a C/25 discharge for a 49S1P
battery pack with up to 10% variations on the SC initial SOC and associated
incremental capacity curves for the SC vs. (b) the pack voltage, and (c) the
single cell voltage. Each color corresponds to a different single cell in the 49S1P
assembly.
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degradation scenarios. However, there are still some limitations and
room for improvement:
- The model does not have yet any thermal component to calculate
the changes of temperature in cells (and adjacent cells) based on the
applied duty cycle and the undergoing electrochemical reactions in the
SCs [74–78]. However, from the modular architecture of the model, it
could be integrated in the near future.
- The model can handle nSmP and mPnS topologies with modules of
cells in series then paralleled or in parallel then in series. The only
topology that is not supported is the one where modules consisting of
cells in series and parallel are themselves in series and parallel.
- The current BMS model is quite rudimentary and does not perform
some of the classic BMS calculations [79,80] such as online capacity,
SOC, and SOH tracking. Work is in progress to implement the same
controls that are on the BESS systems monitored by HNEI [81].
- The model is efficient for calculation in series but much slower for
cells in parallel (3.5 s/cycle for 50 cells in series vs. 250 s/cycle for 50
cells in parallel at equivalent timestamps). This could become a pro-
blem for aging studies of packs with many cells in parallel. Fig. 13
presents calculation times as a function of the number of cells in series
and parallel; it can be seen that for a 50S50 P pack (2500 cells), cal-
culation time is around 2500s per cycle. Calculation times could be
reduced by increasing the timestamp ε, but it was found that at least
200 points per regime result in the best accuracy and resolution for EVS
[71,72]. However, the code was not optimized and could probably be
hastened significantly by taking advantage of parallel computing. Other
concepts to handle cells in parallel could also be investigated.
3.6. Possible applications of the model
The first application of this model will be to calculate the impact of
inhomogeneities on the initial electrochemical of the assembly for dif-
ferent chemistries, topologies and levels of variations for the initial
SOC, the maximum capacity, resistance, and the initial SOH (e.g., dif-
ferent levels of calendar aging prior to assembly). Future work will
investigate the impact of different aging scenarios on imbalance evo-
lution. Simulation of the degradation of HNEI deployed BESS systems
based on the representative usage [81] and laboratory degradation
analysis [82] will also be undertaken.
Another application could be to test the impact of a wide variety of
controls and balancing algorithms [35,39,83–87] under controlled
conditions and with a realistic battery model. Moreover, since the SOC
and SOH are calculated for each SC independently, this approach also
offers some opportunities to validate and compare further promising
SOH/SOC estimation techniques such as the pala model [49] or other
approaches [88–93] including Kalman filter-based ones [94] on a wide
range of aging scenarios. This will remove the main drawback of most
studies proposing new SOC/SOH validation methods where validation
is only one set of experiments, and thus the universality of the method
cannot be claimed. In addition, because of the modular approach and
since every sub-model is entirely independent, alternative approaches
for the SC and the pack engines could also be tested.
The investigation and the prediction of temperature in-
homogeneities in battery pack based on the usage of the different SC
and their impact on performance is of interest and will be investigated
in the near future to provide experimental validation. Additionally,
once fully parameterized, such model could find some uses other than
battery research to help maintenance such as flagging underperforming
module and deciphering the urgency of replacement or predicting the
lifetime performance of grid or EV battery technology. Overall, it is
expected to provide valuable understanding for future deployments of
energy storage technologies.
4. Conclusions
In this work, a combined comprehensive approach toward battery
pack modeling was introduced by combining several previously vali-
dated and published models into a coherent framework. The model is
divided into three independent engines: a single cell engine, a packed
engine, and a BMS engine. This modular architecture allows flexibility
in the study of the impact of different parameters or different ap-
proaches for each sub-models.
The main novelty of this work is the interconnection between the
sub-models allowing them to interact with one another, what adjust-
ments were necessary compared to the stand-alone versions, and what
new parameters needed to be introduced. In particular, the option to
perform offline or online SOH evolution, the ability to speed up or slow
down the degradation of any cells within the pack, and the possibility of
choosing where the degradation occurred were implemented. This
proved to be essential to be able to model the evolution of the im-
balance right.
Overall, this paper introduced a new open modular framework for
future modeling work on, among others, the impact of cell-to-cell var-
iations, inhomogeneous degradation, SOC and SOH tracking, balancing
and performance forecast.
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Glossary
BESS Battery energy storage system
BMS Battery management system
C Rate
Cap Capacitance
DV Differential voltage
ECM Equivalent circuit model
ESS Energy storage system
FC Full cell
I Current
IC Incremental capacity
LAM Loss of active material
LLI Loss of lithium inventory
LR Loading ratio
NE Negative electrode
OCV Open circuit voltage
OFS Offset
OPV Open pack voltage
ORI Ohmic resistance increase
PE Positive electrode
Qr Capacity ration
R Resistance
RC Rate capability
RDF Rate degradation factor
SC Single cell
Sf Scaling factor
SOC State of charge
SOH State of health
T Temperature
Tf Translation factor
V Voltage
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